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In a continually changing world, the brave takes the path of uncertainty to explore, innovate
and create. Their journey goes onwards and upwards, as the ideas grow and evolve and
challenges change perspective, process, and principle.
In the last years, we have fine-tuned our INNVEST Matching Tool to facilitate strategic
connections and strengthen ties between countries, expanding start-up ecosystems and growing
opportunities for entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs in more than 14 industries

We grew to become one of the region’s leading investment conferences with a wide impact on
the advancement of the corporates. Every edition attracts more than 1000 participants from
WB6 countries providing many hours of immersive educational content by Innovation
Management Academy Albania (IMAA), matchmaking meetings, business success
investments rounds, keynotes, and start-up pitches.

The INNVEST journey continues! The annual INNVEST Summit will be a meeting place for
businesses, innovators, researchers, start-up’s and funding experts of the INNVEST network,
to find curated resources, dive deeper, get inspired, and engage. All the invited speakers will
share their inspirational stories of the journey, lots of opportunities for networking, and the
growth of their ideas and innovations.

The two-day event will explore the renewed urgency for accelerated innovation and economic
transformation and the role of innovation, start-ups, and investment to impact the ecosystem.
Also, offering start-ups, scaleups, corporations, executives, investors, partners, and sponsors
alike the unique opportunity to reach the global, regional, and national Innovation and
digitalization community and meet in person, in Tirana, Alb
A better way awaits to connect angel investors, VC funds, Mentors, Success Stories, talents,
and corporations with the most promising start-up’s in the WB6 region to help ambitious
founders scale and foster international economic growth.
Being the destination of opportunities, both in-person and on-demand we will bring technical
education, compelling guest speakers, and amazing entertainment to this year’s edition by
offering to more than 1000 individuals the opportunity to free access to all stages, sessions,
workshops, and digital fair.
Innovators Challenge and The Greatest Speech 2021;
This year we upgraded by handpicking the most promising start-ups to participate in the
“Innovators Great Pitch Contest” and showcase their ideas in front of the Jury members and
of over 70 investors and corporate representatives.
The three top winners will have the opportunity:
- Be awarded and sponsored by Albanian’s head corporates;
- 1-year membership at INNVEST;
- A free ticket to participate at the Wolves Summit 2021;

INNVEST Summit 2021 is going to look a lot more different as we are preparing to pilot
advanced conversations with a number of leading national and regional conferences to join and
co-create the program for this new edition.
We want to “Power an Inclusive Future for All” and they discuss how innovation is critical
for businesses to respond to the changes we are facing today.
Meet new clients and secure an investment!
Join INNVEST Summit 2021 – one of the biggest multinational events in WB6 countries.
Get more info by INNVEST Team at info@innvestfund.com.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O3QqbZhsbtdWBP9ORrqVQLBn4IMNMlCW/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BMBXcpHzVq9Se4HCkY-JKXf3otFSg4JV/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SeHJm_NwdseVtx9Q_dsD_WMf174ki2a0/view

